
Customer’s request Results Our offering

Support for Amazon Linux 2
monitoring

Cross-platform user activity monitoring 
of all AWS virtual desktops

Development of custom monitoring 
functionality

Reusable licenses for Window
and Ubuntu virtual endpoints

Fast and easy reassignment of licenses 
between any endpoints Floating endpoint licensing scheme

Monitoring of the use of highly 
confidential data

Full visibility into the activity of remote 
users working with regulated data Continuous user activity monitoring

Fast response to and investigation
of cybersecurity incidents

Ability to detect insider threats
in real time

Insights into the reasons behind 
cybersecurity incidents Enhanced reporting toolset

Incident response functionality 

Alerts on insider threats

Ensuring the Security of Clinical Trial Data
with Virtual Desktop Session Recordings on AWS

CASE STUDY

THE CHALLENGE

To meet their goal — ensuring the protection of medical data — 
our customer was looking for a user activity monitoring (UAM) 
solution that: 

•  Supported Amazon Linux 2 monitoring
•  Offered reusable licenses for Windows and Ubuntu virtual 
    endpoints
•  Monitored highly confidential data
•  Enabled fast responses to and investigations of cybersecu- 
    rity incidents

The request for Amazon Linux 2 monitoring support was the 
trickiest to fulfill. Some of the customer’s employees worked on 
Amazon Linux 2-based endpoints, but no existing UAM solutions 
supported monitoring of this operating system. 

That’s why our customer-to-be needed not only monitoring 
software but an experienced team that could develop this unique 
functionality at their request. After analyzing the market, the 
customer decided to go with Ekran System.

THE CUSTOMER

One of our customers is a US-based 
market-leading provider of cloud 
solutions for clinical trials. They 
provide their clients with a platform to 
conduct clinical trials, analyze 
collected medical data, and virtualize 
medical activities.

The customer’s employees operate in 
13 offices around the world and use 
virtual endpoints to access sensitive 
medical records via Amazon 
WorkSpaces. Our customer needed 
complete visibility into employee 
activities to guarantee data security 
and detect insider threats in real time.
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RESULTS

Deploying Ekran System allowed our customer to ensure truly cross-platform data protection and guarantee the 
security of highly sensitive data. The customer has outlined the following results of using Ekran System:

•  Cross-platform user activity monitoring of all virtual desktops on AWS
•  Fast and easy reassignment of licenses between any endpoints
•  Full visibility into the activity of remote users working with regulated data
•  Ability to detect insider threats in real time
•  Insights into the reasons behind cybersecurity incidents

Apart from these key results, the customer improved their compliance with IT security requirements including 
those imposed by HIPAA.

OUR OFFERING

We met our customer’s needs by providing our customer with:

•  Development of the custom monitoring functionality — Our customer was able to ensure all-around data 
protection by monitoring user activity across all of their infrastructure thanks to the unique Amazon Linux 2 
monitoring functionality we developed.

•  A floating endpoint licensing scheme — Managing a lot of software licenses is time-consuming, as most 
monitoring vendors don’t allow for fast license reassignment from one virtual endpoint to another or from one 
platform to another. Our customer benefits from Ekran System’s floating licenses that are easy to reassign 
between endpoints and platforms, saving a lot of time and effort for administrators.

•  Continuous user activity monitoring — The customer now controls all interactions with sensitive data. Using 
Ekran System’s user activity monitoring functionality, their security officers can review user actions in real time or 
use a built-in video player to review records and determine when user actions threaten data security.

•  Alerts on insider threats — Our customer’s security officers can now receive notifications of possible security 
violations as they happen so they can view suspicious activity and stop it before real harm is done.  

•  Incident response functionality — Security officers can configure Ekran System to automatically respond to 
suspicious activity by blocking the activity or the user. Also, officers can review user sessions to verify and stop 
violations.

•  An enhanced reporting toolset — Monitoring data is also useful for reporting on and investigating security 
incidents. By analyzing reports, the customer can determine the cause of each incident incident, assess its 
consequences, and work out how to avoid similar incidents in the future.

Over the course of two years working with Ekran System, our customer has been completely satisfied 
with our solution. They even plan to expand our partnership and use Ekran System software for access 
management and third-party vendor monitoring. 

Start monitoring user activity today by deploying a free trial of Ekran System!
Visit us at

www.ekransystem.com


